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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M,, M1 be maximal 2-locai subgroups of some finite group G with 
O,(G) = 1 satisfying Qi = O,(Mi) = F*(Mi) for i = 0, 1. Is it possible in this 
situation that Q1 > QO? The bulk of the proof of [l] consists of showing 
that there exists no K-group G of characteristic 2-type satisfying these and 
certain non-generational conditions for Mi, which by results of G. Seitz 
strongly restrict the structure of Mr. If one tries to consider this problem 
more generally, one realizes that it splits naturally into two cases: 
(1) Z, = Q,(Z(QJ) ~ZZ(02’b% n MI)), 
(2) Zi is an FF-module for G2’(M,nM,). 
(In both cases Z, = (Zy) is an FF-module for 02’(M,)!) While it is 
probably still not possible to treat case (2) in generality, without an 
extra condition assuring that one gets additional action on Z1 (i.e., 
M1 # C,,(Z,)(M, n M,)!), the treatment of case (1) is possible and easy, 
thanks to the amalgam-method, which allows for better pushing up 
theorems. 
In this paper we prove: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose G is a finite group with Q. = O,(G) = F*(G) and 
F*(G) is a known quasisimple group, where G= G/Q,. Let S~syl,(G), 
1 #Z<O,(Z(S)), and Q = O,(N,(Z)) and suppose there exists some 
Q. < Q, < Q, with Q, - NJZ) and: 
(*) There exists no characteristic subgroup of Q, which is normal in G. 
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Set G,=F*(G)Q,, R,,=02(G0), and N,=Q,nR,. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(a) G,, N- SL,(q), n > 2, q = 2” >, 2, Q, = Q, and we have one of the 
following cases: 
(al) n> 3, @(N,) = 1, and No is the natural module for 
WNo * ‘f%(q). 
(a2) n = 2, @(NO) = 1, NO= [NO, R,], and No/CjvO(R,) is the 
natural module for RdN, N SL,(q). 
A 
(83) R0 z 24 . a, or 43 . Ss), where A8 or SL,(4) are perfect 
central extensions of A8 resp. SL,(4) by an elementary 2-group of order 2 
resp. <4. 
W WW I: G, h/N o z SL,(2) N, Q2’(6, 2), Z(N,)/@(N,) is the 
natural SL,(2)-nzodule, and No/Z(No) is the natural 52+(6,2)-module. 
Moreover, N,,/@(i?,) is an indecomposable R,-module. 
(b) Whio = G,(q)‘, q = 2”, @(No) = 1, No = [No, R,], and 
N,/C,,(R,) is the natural G,(q)-module. (Of dimension 6 over GFfq)!) 
Further [QI:Q,l =q3 ifq>2. 
Cc) Go z SpCh 4), 4 = 2”, n > 2, Q1 = Q, and one of the following 
holds: 
(cl) Ro/No N- Sp(6, q), @(N,) <Z(N,) has order q, Z(N,) is the 
natural O,(q)-module for R,, and N,/Z(N,) is the irreducible R,-module of 
order q8 obtained from Sp(6, q) c Sz + (8, q). 
(~2) &IN0 = SpGh 2)‘, @(No) = 1, No= [No, RLI, and No/CN,,(R,4 
is the natural Sp(2n, 2)‘-module. 
(~3) &/No = SpVn, 4), @(No)= 1, No= IIN,, &I, and NdC,(KJ 
is the natural Sp(2n, 4)-module. Further, the extension of RdN, by No does 
not split. 
(d) R&V,-Sp(2n,q)‘, q=2”&2, lQ,:Q,l=q, @(N,)=l, NO= 
[N,, RO], and N,IC,(R,) is the natural RO/NO-module. Further, the exten- 
sion of R,/N, by N,, splits if q 2 8. 
A 2’-component of some finite group G is a subnormal subgroup 
R= R’“) with O,(R) = F*(R) and R/O,(R) quasisimple. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose G is a finite K-group with O,(G)= F*(G). Let 
SE SyL(G), 1 Z 2 d Q,(Z(S)), M = NG(Z), and O,(G) < Q1 < O,(M) and 
suppose: 
(*I QldM and C(G, Ql><M<G. 
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Then one of the following holds: 
(1) There exists an A4 N R0 44 G, R0 4 M. 
(2) There exists a 2’-component R0 of G with R0 $ M and for each 
such 2’-component R0 we have Q, 6 N( R,) and one of the cases (a)-(d) of 
Theorem 1 holds for R0 and No = O,(R,). 
Theorem 2 is actually the main result of this paper, since it is not easy 
to reduce the hypothesis of Theorem 2 to that of Theorem 1. (See (3.4)!) 
Case (a4) is the most interesting case in both theorems. It is the only case 
in which the parameter, I call d, is equal to 4. -2 is a completion of this 
case. The notation 24. 2’+6 A8 in the atlas is misleading, since it is easy to 
see that N,/@(N,,) must be indecomposable. 
A result similar to Theorems 1 and 2 should also hold in odd charac- 
teristic, using the same proofs. But for that purpose one needs the list of 
FF-modules for finite groups X with F*(X) quasisimple, which is for even 
characteristic a consequence of [3, 81 and which is in odd characteristic 
not yet in the literature. 
If we now return to our original problem, not all cases of Theorem 1 can 
arise. (Thanks to the condition Ql =F*(M,)!) Precisely we have: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose M,, MI are finite subgroups of some group G 
satisfying: 
(a) G= (x, M,) for each XEM~--M~. 
(b) Ni=O,(Mi)=F*(Mi), i=O, 1. 
(c) N, > No, (N,), = 1, and N, <MO. 
(d) MO is a K-group. 
(e) There exists some 1 # 2 < sZ,(Z( T)), TE Syl,(M,,) with 2 4 M,. 
Suppose further that there exists a 2’-component K,, of MO with K, < M, 
satisfying: 
(*) G= (NM,,(KoN,), y) for each yEMI-MO. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(1) M,, is the non-split extension of SL,(2), 3 < n d 5, by its natural 
module, M, E {21+4(Z, x h,)Zz, 21+6A7, 21+*A9}, and M,, n MI = 
21+2(“-%,4(2). 
(2) SL,(q)? MO/N,, “c IX,(q), nZ2, q=2”; @(No)= 1 and fiO= 
N,,/C,(Mb) is the natural module for MO/N,. Further M,, n MI ti MI and 
is the maximal parabolic subgroup of MO stabilizing a point of RO. 
Moreover, one of the following holds: 
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(i) n&3, q>2. Then C,(M&)=l amfM,=(M,nM,)(a), with 
02~MonM, and o inducing an outer diagram automorphism on 
MO n MI/&. 
(ii) n = 2, q > 2. Then IC,(Mb)l = q or 1 and NO is indecom- 
posable. Further 1 MI : MI n MO 1 = 2. 
(iii) q=2, n>,3. Then N,=Nbx CO; C, = C,(M,), where 
Nb = [N,, MO] is the natural MO/No-module and I CO / < 2 if n 2 4 resp. 
ICOl=l or 4 if n=3. Further M1=(MOnM,)(o), 02EMOnM,, and o 
induces an outer diagram automorphism on MO n MI/N1 if n >4, resp. 
MI/N,zXC,xz3 ifn=3. 
(3) MO is the extension of the group RO of case (cl) of Theorem 1 by 
field automorphisms. M, = (MO n M,)(o), o2 E MO n M,, and o induces an 
outer diagram automorphism on (MO n MI/N,)’ N Sp(4, q). 
If Z1 = Q,(Z(N,)) d Z(T), TE Sy12(M, n M,), then TE Syl,(M,) (see 
(3.2)). So Theorem 3 applies to case (1) of the Introduction. 
It is clear that case (1) of Theorem 3 is the only interesting case, since 
in all other cases M, n M, d M, and JM1 : MO n MI 16 3. An example for 
n = 3 is G,(3) and for n = 5 the Thompson group. I do not know any finite 
example for n = 4, but it certainly exists as amalgamated product. 
Condition (*) of Theorem 3 seems unnatural and the reader might want 
to replace it by a condition symmetric to (a). But in this case we would get 
examples of the following type: G is the extension of a direct product of 
Fd(q)‘s by a group A x ((T), where A is arbitrary and permutes the com- 
ponents while cr induces an outer diagram automorphism on each compo- 
nent. In this case, although it is possible to determine (roughly) the struc- 
ture of MO (see (8.1)) I do not see a chance to determine M, , since we 
determine M, as automorphism group of Nr. But on the other hand the 
following proposition will show that in many natural cases a seemingly 
weaker condition will suffice. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose G is a group satisfying (a)-(e) of Theorem 3. 
Suppose further that there exists no A4 iv_ L, SKI M,, with L,, 4 M,. Then in 
the following two cases condition (*) of Theorem 3 is satisfied. 
(1) G is finite of characteristic 2-type and MO is a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of 6. 
(2) There exists exactly one 2’-component KO of MO with K, 4 M, and 
G= (M,,, y> for each yeM1-MO. 
The proof that (2) suffices for (*) is almost trivial, while the proof that 
(1) suffices is standard, but needs some arguments of the theory of 
Aschbacher blocks. It will not be given here, since to use these results for 
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revisionism one probably needs a weakening of the characteristic 2-type 
condition and I do not know what the status of the block theory is under 
such a condition. It should be mentioned that the treatment of Sp(2n, 2”) 
and G,(2”) in Theorem 1 is implicitly contained in Meierfrankenfeld’s 
thesis. But, since I did not want to quote to many things from the proofs 
(our hypothesis is different from Meierfrankenfeld’s) and since it is very 
short anyway, I did not include it here. 
2. SOME LEMMATA 
(2.1) LEMMA. Suppose G N Sp(2n, 2’7, m 32, or G2(2”‘), m > 1, and 
V= [V, G] is a GF(2)G-module with 8= V/C,(G) the natural module. Let 
SE Syl,(G) and A < O,(C,(CB(S))) = Q an offending subgroup. Then the 
following holds: 
(a) C,(G) G CK Al. 
(b) If G N Sp(2n, 2”‘) and o+ C,(S)‘, considering r as symplectic 
space, then 1 [U, Q] ) = 2”. 
ProoJ To prove (a) for G,(q) one may, by way of contradiction, 
assume C,(G) n [V, A] = 0. Hence ([V, A]1 = q3. Since G is generated by 
two conjugates of A, this implies C,(G) = 0 and (a) holds. For Sp(2n, q) 
(a) follows from 1 [V, T] ( = 1 C,(G)1 q, when m > 1 and T is a root-group 
of transvections. 
To prove (b) we may assume that V is the orthogonal GF(2)G-module. 
(Obtained from Sp(2n, 2”) N l2(2n + 1,2”).) Let Z= C,(S). Then 
Z= C,(G)@ P, where P is the only singular point in Z, since C,(G) is 
non-singular. 
Let UE U be a singular vector and XE Q. Then [u, x] EZ and 
[u, x] = u + ux is singular, since 2 c U’. Hence [u, x] E P. Since U is 
generated by singular vectors, this implies (b). 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let G N Sp(2n, 2”), Q as in (2.1), and let V= (C,(Q)“) 
be a non-trivial GF(2)G-module. Then there exists a submodule U of V, such 
that P= V/U is non-trivial and irreducible. 
ProoJ: Let V be of minimal dimension satisfying the hypothesis, but not 
the conclusion of (2.2). Then V= U+ C,(Q), with non-trivial irreducible 
submodule U. Moreover V is indecomposable. 
Let P = Q. L = NG(Q) and P- = Q!-L the opposite parabolic subgroup, 
with Levi complement L and unipotent radicals Q and Q-. If C,(Q) is a 
trivial L-module, then C,(Q) is a trivial P-module and (2.2) is a conse- 
quence of Gaschiitz’s theorem. Hence [lS] implies that C,(Q) and 
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C,(Q- ) are direct sums of non-trivial irreducible GF(2)L-modules. 
Further U= [U, Q] 0 C.(Q-). 
Without loss (V: UI = 2. By the above V= [U, Q] 0 C,(Q-) since 
V=U-kC.(Q-). Let C=C,(Q-)n([U,Q]+Cv(Q)). Then ICI=2 
since C,.,(Q)< [U, Q]. Since Cg C,(Q-) is L-invariant, it follows that 
V= U@ C, C < C,(P- ). Hence again Gaschiitz’s theorem implies the 
result. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let G 2: SL,(2) N a’(6,2) and V a GF(2)G-module such 
that the only non-trivial G-composition factor in V is the orthogonal module. 
Let A i G be the group of all transvections corresponding to a fixed point 
resp. fixed hyperplane in the natural representation of G and assume 
(A( > 1 V:C,(A)[. Then V= [V, G] @ C,(G), [IV, G] irreducible. 
Proof By [lo] we may assume C,(G) N L, and V= [V, G], since if 
C,(G) = 0 and 1 V: [V, G] j = 2, then V is obviously not an FF-module. 
Hence V is a submodule of the C8 permutation module over GF(Z), since 
V is uniquely determined. By [15, (2.2)] we have for an offending sub- 
group A < G, 
IC,(A)l = 16= IC,(x)l for each XEA’, 
and No(A) N- 23. L,(2). Since V admits .X8 we have for some 
h E Z:, - G: A n Ah = (x), a contradiction to C,(A) = C,(x). 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let G= SLJq), q=2”, and N the natural GF(q)G- 
module. Then the following hold 
(1) NOOF N is an indecomposable GF(q)G-module with composi- 
tion factors N*, N, N*. (N* the dual module.) 
(2) NQGFc2) Nz OaE~a~~~F~q)) (NChcq) No) as GW)G-module. 
(3) There exists no GF(2)G-image of NQGF(;Zj N which is equivalent 
to N, N*@N*, or N” @ T, where T is a trivial GF(2)G-module with 
I Tl > 2. 
Proof. (1) is [6, (3.2)]. Statement (2) follows with the usual field exten- 
sion machinery. Statement (3) is an immediate consequence of (1) and (2), 
if one uses the fact that for c Z id by Steinberg’s tensor-product heorem 
N@GF(qj No is a non-trivial irreducible GF(q)G-module. 
(2.5) LEMMA. (a) Let G N G,(q), q = 2” > 2, P a maxima2 parabolic of 
G which does not normalize a long root subgroup, Q = O,(P) and B = Z(Q). 
Then IB\ = q2, IQ/B] = q3, 
-- 
and Q/B is an indecomposable module for 
(P/Q)’ N L,(q) which is an extension of a natural by a trivial module. 
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(b) Let G be an extension of G by an elementary abelian 2-group V 
satisfying V/C,(G) is the natural G-module. Let P, Q, and B be the 
coimages of P, Q resp. B in G and SE Syl,(P). Then V = V” for each 
automorphism a of S or of Q. 
Proof Let I? be the other maximal parabolic of G containing a com- -- 
mon 2-Sylow subgroup s with P and ii?= O,(a). Then QM= s and by --- 
[19, (3.2)(3)] ) [Q, i@] 1 = q4. Hence 1 [Q/B, S]) = q2 which proves (a) by 
Cl% WN3)l. 
Assume (b) is false and let A = V” # V, a E Aut(S) or CI E Aut(Q). Then, 
since A c3 S in the first case, in any case A < Q. Further P = No(Z), 
Z= C,(S) = Z(S), and, since A acts offendingly on V, B,< 2 with -- 
(A : BI = q. Further, since ‘%(Q) = A u V, A -=I P. We show that Q/A resp. 
S/A is not isomorphic to Q resp. s which proves (b). 
Let B be the subgroup of A projecting onto B, p= OT(P), and 
W= C,( G)[ V, ir]. Then VA/ WB has order q2 and is centralized by P. 
(B -d P, since A 4 P and i? 4 P !) Since @( Q/VB) = 1= @(Q/A W), Q/ WB 
is elementary abelian. Hence (a) implies 
IVQ/WB:[VQ/WB,i;]I=q 
since (H’(F/Q, Q/VA)1 = q. Especially 
VA/WBn [Q/WB, H-j = AW/BW 
-- - - 
since A/B < [Q/B, P] by (a) and since B = [A, Q]. Thus 1 [Q/A, p] I= q4 
and contains two natural L,(q)-composition factors. Hence [Q/A, P] is 
elementary abelian of order q4. Since a maximal elementary abelian sub- 
group of S has order q3 this proves (b). 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let G = SL,(q), q =2”>2, and W a GF(2)G-module, 
which has a natural submodule N and quotient W/N equivalent to the 
orthogonal GF(2)G-module. Suppose W= (C,(S)G), SE Syl,(G). Then W 
splits over N. 
Proof Using Theorem 13 of [S] we only need to show that the dual 
module V of W also satisfies V= (C,(S)G). Now V has an orthogonal 
GF(2)G-submodule U and V/U N N*. Let P = Q . L be the maximal 
parabolic of G fixing the point T/U = C,,(S). Then L’ N SL,(q), Q is the 
natural L’-module, and [V/U, Q] = T/U. Hence for each x E Q# and 
t E T- U there exists a v E V with tU= [x, v] U. Since x centralizes [x, v] 
we obtain [t, x] < [U, x] ,( C,(Q). Thus CT, Q] < C,(Q) and by [lo] 
T’CdQz) = ulCu(Q)~x T&,(Q), 
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where TO/C,(Q) is a trivial P’-module. Now by the action of G on the 
orthogonal GF(2)-module, Q and C,(Q) are dual L’-modnles. Hence 
[Q, TO] = 1 and TO = T1 x C,(Q), T, a trivial P’-module. This 
proves (2.6). 
(2.7) LEMMA. Suppose G = e/Z(e) ir G,(4) with Z, N Z(G) < G’. Let 
N/Z(&) be an elementary abelian normal subgroup of order 43 of some maxi- 
mal parabolic subgroup of G,(4). Then N is non-abelian. 
Proof: This is obvious, since in a proper covering group of G,(4) a 
short root-subgroup lifts to Qs. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Suppose G is an extension of Sp(2n, q), q = 2” > 8, 
by its natural module V. Suppose there exists an elementary abelian subgroup 
A < G, A n V’= 1 of order q satisfying 1 [V, A] ( = q. Then the extension of 
G/V by V splits. 
Proof. Proposition (2.8) will be proved by induction on n. For n = 1 it 
is a direct consequence af Gaschiitz’s theorem. So assume y1> 1 and (2.8) 
holds for all k < n. We accomplish the proof in several steps. 
(1) Without loss A is normalized by some Cartan subgroup H of 6. 
Since A acts as a root group op transvections on V there exists a Cartan 
subgroup H normalizing VA. Now all involutions of VA he in 
Vu C,(A) A. Hence H normalizes C,(A) A, since it normalizes V. But as 
C,(A) = C,( VA) is normalized by H, H normalizes some complement o 
C,(A) in C,(A)A, which proves (1). 
Let C = AG. Then we have: 
(2) There exists a subgroup Xx Y of G satisfying: 
(i) X= (Xn Z) 2: Sp(2n - 2, q), 
(ii) A < Y N L,(q), 
(iii) HdXx Y. 
By the induction assumption there exist subgroups X and Y with (i) and 
1 VA n Y/ = q satisfying [X, yl< V and V= [V, X] x [V, YJ Hence X 
centralizes ( VY)m > Y and (X, Y) =Xx Y. Since VH n Xx Y is also a 
Cartan subgroup of G, we may assume H < Xx Y. Now (2) follows readily, 
if we can show: 
(*) A is the only H-invariant complement o V in VA. 
Since all elements of VA - (Vu C,(A)A) have order 4, each complement 
to V in VA must be contained in C,(A)A. Let I/A= VA/[V, A]. Then 
[C,(A), H n Y] = 1. Hence A is the only H-invariant complement o P in 
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I’A. It remains to show that A is the only H-invariant complement o 
[V,A] in [V,/,A]A. 
Now [ V, A] A N M, @ &f-l as Fz H-module, where x: H -+ F+? is a sur- 
jective homomorphism (in the notation of [16, (2.6)]). Now M, and MXml 
are equivalent E;H-modules, if and only if x and x-l are conjugate under 
Gal(F,). But as q 2 8 this is by [16, (2.6)] not the case. Hence [V, A] and 
A are the only H-invariant proper subspaces of [V, A] A, which proves (*) 
and (2). 
Now let G = G/V and &?= O,(C,(K)). Then we have: 
(3) There exists an HX-invariant subgroup A GM,, < A4 satisfying 
M,n V=C,(A) and M,V=M. 
Let n= M/C,(A). Then @(a) d g and VJ <Z(a), since all elements 
of VA - (Vu C,(A)A) have order 4. Since X acts in the natural way 
on &/pJ it follows @(ii?-)= 1. Since fi/P is an indecomposable 
GF(2)X-module and since by [lo] IH1(X, a/vJ)l =q, we obtain 
ii?= pxWgO, ICJ,,(X)I = q, and a2 HX-invariant. 
Now VA n M,, is equivalent to A and so to A as F,H-module. Hence, if 
rJnaO#A”, then [V,A]=IR’(VAnM,-,) is equivalent to A as 
F*H-module, which is not the case as shown in the proof of (*). 
Next we show: 
(4) There exists an HI-invariant subgroup A dM1 <M, with 
M,nV~[V,A]andM,V=M. 
Let M=M/[V, A] and H,= Hn Y. Then [C,(A), H,,] = 1 and Ho acts 
like scalar matrices on the “orthogonal” X-module @,--C,(A). Since q > 8 
this shows that m,, is elementary abelian. Setting a, = [n;iO, H,,], Ml 
satisfies (4). 
Now the same argument as in the first part of the proof of (3) shows that 
there is some X-invariant M2 < M1 satisfying M2 n V= 1 and VM2 = M. 
Since a 2-Sylow subgroup of i&X is a complement o V in a 2-Sylow 
subgroup of G, Gaschiitz’s theorem now implies (2.8). 
(2.9) LEMMA. Suppose G is an extension of Sp(2n, 4), II Z 2, by its 
natural moduJe V and P= @‘(N,(a,(Z(S)))), SE Syl,(G). Let CE Aut(P) 
with V” # V. Then 0 induces an inner automorphism on P/Q N Sp(2n - 2,4), 
where Q = O,(P). 
ProoJ: Suppose false. Then rs induces a field automorphism on P/Q = P 
and we may assume g2 E Q. Let A = [ V, V”], & = V n V”, and C = VV”. 
Then the action of P on Q implies 1 V”:BJ = 4. Let U/B = C,(o). Then for 
each uE U-B the map 
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induces a GF(2)P<a)-isomorphism from Q/C on B/A. But since Q/C and 
B/A are both natural P-modules and CJ is a field automorphism of P we 
have 
a contradiction to I U/B\ = 4. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let G = 0+(2n, 2”‘) be acting on its natural module V, W 
a maximal totally singular subspace of V, and P = U. L = NG( W), with 
U = O,(P) and L a Levi complement. Suppose X is a subgroup of G, which 
acts irreducibly on V and satisfies: 
(1) 02’(P) < U(Xn P), 
(2) 0,(x-n P) = 1. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(a) 02’(Xn P) Q X, 
(b) m = 1, 2 <n ~4 and X- (Z, x ZT3)Z12, A or A9 resp. 
Proof. By Hypotheses (1) and (2) 02’(Xn P) = Yis a complement to U 
in 02’(P). Now 02’(P) is the split extension of SL,(2’7 by the module 
AZ (N), N the natural SL,(2”)-module. 
Suppose n > 3. Then by [lo] either m = 1 and n < 4 or all complements 
are conjugate. In the second case we may assume Y = 02’(L) and so Y 
contains a long root subgroup of G. 
Since Y acts irreducibly on W and V/W either ( YX> = Y or (Y”) is 
already irreducible on V. Now in the first case (a) holds, while the second 
case is impossible by [ 13) and (1) and (2). 
So assume m = 1 and n = 3 or 4. Further, as above we may assume that 
Y is not conjugate to L in P, whence Y normalizes no complement o W 
in V. It is now an easy exercise (using for example the list of maximal 
subgroups in the “atlas”) that X= ( YX> N A, resp. A9. 
So we are finally left with the case n = 2. If m > 1, then 
02,2(P) = 02’2( Y) = Y N L,(2”). 
Hence Y 4 G and (a) holds. If also m = 1, then P N Z, x C, E C3 x C, N 6’. 
Hence, if EC, iv_ Y+ G’, then X= (Y”> N (Z, x Z,)(t) with t inverting 
O(X). 
(2.11) LEMMA. Suppose G = Sp(2n, 2”) acts on its natural module V. Let 
P= Q . L be the stabilizer in G of a l-space V, of V, with Q = O,(P) and 
Levi complement L. Then the following hold: 
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(1) If g E G such that Vt is not perpendicular to V,,, then 
G = (Q, Qg) = (t, Qg) for each GF(2m)-transvection t E Q#. 
(2) If W is an irreducible GF(2)G-module, then W= (C,(Q”)‘). 
Proof Since G acts as a rank 3 permutation group on the l-spaces of 
V, P, Pg, Pg’ are “opposite” maximal parabolics. Hence (2) is just the 
corollary of [lS]. 
Further, there exist Levi complements L1 in P and L2 in Pg normalizing 
Q and Qg resp. Qg and Qgl. Let X= (Q, Qg). Then XL1 is a parabolic 
containing P and thus XL1 = G. But then Xg G and thus X= G. This 
proves (1). 
(2.12) LEMMA. Let G= G,(2”), V the natural GF(2)G-module, P a 
maximal parabolic of G stabilizing a one-space in V, Q = O,(P), and A Q P 
elementary abelian of order 2=” offending on V. Then G = (A, A g > for g E G 
with Cv(Q) S [IV, Qgl- 
Proof As V= C,(Q)@ [V, Qg] it is clear that Q and Qg are 
“opposite” unipotent radicals. Hence L = Pn Pg is a Levi complement 
to Q in P. Now L acts irreducibly on [V, A]/Cv(Q). Thus 
[ V, A] n [ V, Ag] = 0 and (A, Ag) L acts irreducibly on V. It is now easy 
to see that G = (A, Ag)L. But then (A, Ag) a G and thus G = (A, Ag). 
(2.13) LEMMA. Let X be a solvable group with Q,= F(X) = O,(X), 
SE SMX), 1 #Z,<Ql(Z(S)), V= (Z”), C,(V) = Qo, J(S) 4 Qo, and 
C,(V) < N,(J(S)). Set 8=X/Q,, 
-- 
and P= (J(S)x). Then Y is a direct 
product of Z,‘s. 
Proof: Let 8= X/C,( V) and, since Q0 < C,(V), consider f as an 
image of X Then by [9, (4.181)] P is a direct product of z,‘s. Thus it 
suffices to show that R= C,( V)= 1. 
Since C,(V) = 1 we have a < O(P). Hence 
-- 
[R, J(S)] < O(y) n J(S) = 1. 
This implies a< Z( F). Let si be an involution in J(S) with 
Fi = ((z ‘) N z,. Then ?i 1: i? x JY3, since a central extension of C3 must 
split. This implies P= y,, x R with F0 a direct product of X3’s. But as -- 
P= (J(S)y) we obtain R= 1, which is to show (2.13). 
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3. Sam REIDUC~~NS 
(3.1) Notation. We consider in this section the following: 
Hypothesis A. G is a finite K-group with 
(1) O,(G) = Q, = F*(G). 
(2) There exists some 1 # .Z<a,(Z(T)), TE Syl,(G), such that for 
M=NG(Z) there exists a QI 9M with Q,<QI < Q= O,(M) and 
C(G, QJ=M<G. 
(3.2) LEMMA. In the following two cases M,, satisfies Hypothesis A with 
M=M,,nM, and Qi=Ni, i=O, 1. 
(1) G satisfies Hypotheses (a)-(e) of Theorem 3. 
(2) G satisfies Hypotheses (a)-(d) of Theorem 3 and Z, = 
Q,(Z(N,)) < Z(T) for some TE Syl,(MO n Ad,). 
Proof: Conditions (a) and (c) of Theorem 3 imply C(M,, N,) = 
M,, n M, = M. Hence Hypothesis A holds for M,, in (1). 
To prove that Hypothesis A also holds in case (2), it suffkes to show 
that TE Syl,(M,). So suppose T< SE Syl,(M,). Then N,(T) > T. But, as 
Z1 = s2,(Z( T)), NJ T) d NMO(ZI) d M, a contradiction to TE Syl,(M). 
(3.3) LEMMA. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis A. Let G= G/QO, 
E= E(c), F=F(G), V= (ZEF), {Ri 1 i= 1, . . . . n> the set of components of 
G not in iIT, {I& 1 i = 1, . . . . m> the set of components of G contained in h?, 
E=nl_l Ki, R=IJ?l Kiy FL= [Fy J(Ql)]y F~‘zCC,(J(Q~)). 
Then the following hold: 
(1) CQ,tV=Qo andJtQl)~CC(V). 
(2) Y is an FF-module for (I@,) .I(Q1). 
(3) [RF,, (211 G Qo. 
(4) J(Q1) 6 N(K,) for i= 1, . . . . n. 
(5) If F, # 1 then there exists an A4 2: L uu G with L < M. 
ProoJ Because of C,(V) Q C,(Z) <Ii4 we have C,,(Y) < O,(C,( V)). 
Now EF< NdU~(Co( V))) and EFn O,(CG( V)) < O,(C,( V)) = Qo. 
Hence [C,,(V), @] = 1 and so C,,(V)= QO, since m= F*(G). Since 
J(QI) #J(Q,) this proves (1). 
Now F1 normalizes J(J(Ql)Q,)=J(Q,) and thus F2<M. Hence 
Cm2, QIl G QI n RF2 < WRf’J = Qo. -- 
To prove (2) we need to show (*) KF,J(Q,) n C,(V)< Z(R). As F, 
481/136/l-10 
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is by (2.13) applied to Q,FJ(Q,) elementary abelian we have 
C,(V) <Z(a), since [C,(V), J(Q,)] = 1. Hence, if (*) is false, then -- -- 
O,(KF,J(Q,)) # 1, which is impossible since ?@, normalizes KF,J(Q,). 
Now (4) is [20, (3.1)] and (5) is [2, (8.4)]. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose that G satisfies Hypothesis A and use the 
notation of (3.3). Let Zi= (ZKi), i= 1, . . . . n. 
Then the following hold: 
(1) Ql~NKi) andWKiQl)<Q,. 
(2) KiQdO,(KiQ,)E {SL,(2”), Sp(2n, 2”), G,(2”)), n 22, ma 1, 
and 2, = Zi/Czi (KiQI ) is the natural module. 
(3) KiQl n M/02(KiQ1) is a maximal parabolic of KiQljO,(KiQ1) 
with O,(KiQl) < Q, < O,(KiQl n M). 
Prooj: By (3.3)(4) J(Ql)<N(Ki). SO let Liz KiJ(Ql) and 
Li = Li/CLl (Zi). AS U2’( C, (Zi)) = Q0 we have 02’( CLi(Z,)) = 02(Li). 
Hence J(Q,) 4 CJZ,), since Ki $ M. So Zi is an FF-module for &, 
$ = F*(L,) is quasisimple, and IEi:Ki I= 2ki. We now accomplish the proof 
of (3.4) in several steps. We first show: 
(I) Li and zi satisfy (3.4)(2) for i= 1, . . . . IZ, where ~i=Zi/C,(Li). 
Now Theorem 1 and Sections 8 and 9 of [3] show that one of the 
following holds: 
(1) $ is of Lie type in even characteristic. 
(2) Xi N & and Zi is the module obtained from & 7 SL,(4). 
(3) Kii- A,, n 2 8, and 2, is the natural module. (By the Gaschiitz 
theorem and definition of Zi we have 2, = [zi, t,].) 
(4) KiiNA,, 5<n<8. 
Claim that in all cases: 
(*) Ei is of Lie type in even characteristic and L,nM is contained in 
a parabolic subgroup of Ei. 
If (1) holds, (*) is a consequence of [ 121 and the fact that 
LinM<i?N,i(J(Q,)) contains a 2-Sylow-subgroup of Li by (3.1)(2). Next 
it is obvious that (2) and (4) with n = 7 contradic$L, n Al,< N(Z), since in 
these cases L, has a unique class of offending subgroups. If (4) holds with 
n < 6, then Li 11 L,(4) or Sp(4,2) and (*) holds. Moreover, (4) with n = 8 
and zi not the natural A,-modul leads to (*). 
Finally assume (3) holds. If n = 8, then zi is the module obtained from 
A, N Sz + (6,2) and Ki n M = 249+ (4,2). Hence 02(Li n M) contains no 
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offending subgroup. Thus n> 9. Then the action of A, on its natural 
module shows 2= C,(s), S= Tn Li. Hence J(Qr)< O,(Nr,(~)) # I if 
and only if n = 4k, k= l(2). Further in this case IJ(Q1)j 64 and it is 
obvious that J(Q1) contains no offending subgroup. 
So (*) holds. We use the description of FF-modules for Lie type groups 
in even characteristic in [S]. 
Suppose first E, N L,(2”). Then [17, (2.6)(2.7)] imply that Zj contains 
only natural or dual non-trivial &composition factors. Further by [ 17, 
(2.6)] Zj= Czi(Ei)@Zj and all &-composition factors of Zi are natural 
or dual SL,(2”)-modules. If now all &-composition factors in Z: are 
equivalent, then by [17, (2.3)] Z: is a direct sum of natural modules 
and 02’(Pj)= Cr(C,(S))<~, Pi a maximal parabolic of & with 
O”(~i/O,(Pi)) N_ SL,- ,(2”). Since J(Q1) < O,(P,) contains an offending 
subgroup it is obvious that Zi must be irreducible and thus (I) holds. 
So assume Zj contains two non-equivalent composition factors. Then by 
Cl73 cm1 
LinM202’(P,)=C,,(C,(S)) is the centralizer 
of a long root subgroup in Ii. 
But then it is easy to see that 02(Li n M) does not contain an offending 
subgroup on Zi. 
Next suppose E, is orthogonal. Then the argument of [17, (2.9), (2.10)] 
and the fact that the spin-module for s;1- (6, q) is the natural U,(q)-module 
show that all non-trivial Ercomposition factors in Zj are natural and 
C, ( Czi (3)) < Li n M d NEi( C, (S)); the latter being the maximal 
parabolic with Levi complement orthogonal of dimension 2n - 2. But then 
O,(L,n M) does not contain an offending subgroup on Zi. By the same 
reason Lj is not unitary. Further, if Li N G,(2”), it is easy to see that (I) 
holds. 
So by [8] we are left with the case E, N Sp(2n, 2m). If Z: = [Z,, &] 
contains an irreducible non-trivial &composition factor, which is not of 
dimension 2n (over GF(2”)!), then by [S, 10-j jZ: ] = 28”, n = 3, and Z: is 
obtained from an irreducible embedding of Sp(6, 2”) in 52+ (82”). Further 
the latter being a subgroup of Bi (8,2”). Wence it is easy to see that 
02(Li n M) does not contain an offending subgroup. 
So all non-trivial I,-composition factors in Z; are of dimension 2n. Since 
(I) obviously holds if n = 2, we may assume that they are all equivalent. 
Now exactly the same argument as in [I 17, (2.8)] implies that 
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the latter being a maximal parabolic of & with Levi complement 
Sp(2n -2,2”). But then [ml = 121 (C,(A)/ for each offending subgroup 
A<J(Q) and each non-trivial &composition factor W in Zi. Hence Zi 
contains only one such composition factor and (I) holds in this case too. 
Setting 91j= {A E ‘%(Q)lA go,(&)} the proof of (I) shows that: 
(II) C,;(C,(S)) d Li n Md Nr;,(CZ,(S)), the latter being a maximal 
parabolic of Li with Levi complement isomorphic to SL,- ,(2”), 
Sp(2n -2,27 resp. SL,(2”‘) in case of z, N G,(2”). Further 
IA:.4 n O,(LJJ = (Z,:C,(A)I for each A E’?&. 
For the rest of the proof let 5X = (A E %(Q1) IA 5 QO}. An element of 
A E % is called a minimal offending subgroup (in 9I on V!) if for B E % with 
BQ,, ,< AQO always BQ, = AQ,. Then (II) shows: 
(III) If A E ‘$I, then either (A n O,(Li))Zi~ % or A n O,(LJ = 
A n Q. for i= 1, . . . . IZ. Especially if A E c11 is a minimal offending subgroup, 
then either A < O,(LJ or A n O,(LJ < Qo. 
Next we show: 
(IV) (a) Suppose [Ki, A] $ QO and An 02(Li)< Q, for some 
A E YI. Then Zi = [Z,, Ki] = [ V, Ki]. 
(b) If A E ‘$I is minimal, then there exists at most one i such that 
[Ki, Al 4 Qo. 
Suppose A satisfies (a). Then 
( V:C,(A)I < (A :A n Q,,) = (AA n O,(LJ( = IZi:Czi(A)l 
by (3.3)(l). Hence V=Z,C,(A) .and, as Ki< (AKi), we obtain 
Z: = [Z,, Ki] = [V, Ki, Ki] = [V, Ki]. This proves (a). 
To prove (b) assume [K,, A] $ Q,.x [K,, A] for i# j and some minimal 
A E 9L Then [Z,, A] d [V, A] <Z: because of V= Z:C,(A).. Hence 
which is by (I) obviously impossible. 
(V) For each i < n there exists a minimal offending subgroup A E 2l 
with [K,, A] $G Qo. 
Since [K,, J(Ql)] $ Q,, it suffices, to prove (V), to show 
(*) For each A ~9l with [K,, A] x Q, either A n O,(LJ < Q. or 
there exists a BE% with BQ,<AQ, and [K,,B]$ Qo. 
Assume (*) is false for A. Then B< O,(LJ for each BE 9l with Q,,Bc QoA 
and, by (II), D= (A n O,(Li))ZiE 2l. Let EE 2I be a minimal offending 
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subgroup with Q0 E < Q,D. Suppose first [F, E] # 1. Then 1 E: E n Q. ] = 2, 
Z,zw=[F,E], and j[V,W](=4. Hence c=c,(ir)[I’,H]~% and 
(AQo: CQO I= 2. Thus AQ, = C. EQ,, and [K,, C] < Q0 which proves (*) 
So we may assume [E, F] = 1. Hence [K,, E] 4 Q. for i # j < n. If 
A n O,(L,) < A n OJLi), then (*) holds for Zj(A n O,(L,)). Thus 
C,(ZJ = A n O,(Lj) <A n O,(L,) < C,(Z,). 
Now by (III) either A n O,(Lj) 6 Q, or ZJ(A n O,(,Cj)) E ‘?I. In the second 
case Zi < ZjC,(A), whence 
by (IV)(a), which is obviously impossible by (I). Thus A n O,(Lj) < Q,, and 
Y= ZiC,(A). But then again Z: < Zj, a contradiction as above. This 
proves (*) and (V). 
(VI) Let A E ‘$I be a minimal offending subgroup and i< n with 
CK, Al % Qo. Then 
(a) Either A < Ki or KjA/Qo N Sp(4,2) or G,(2). 
(b) In any case [A, %% JJ,, Rj] = 1. 
Let G = G/Qo. Then by (I) either &=&x O,(LJ or ii/O,(&) N C, or 
G,(2)- BY (IV)(b) CKj, Al G QO for each j # i. Similarly [F, A] < Q,. Sup- 
pose there is some a E a # witha=x.y, l#x~&, 1#yE02(ii).Thenby 
(3.3) and the above y centralizes I?&?, a contradiction to km= F*(e). 
This shows A < Kj if L,/O,(L,) is quasisimple. In the other case (a) follows 
from A n O,(LJ 6 Qo. 
Now (b) is an immediate consequence of (IV)(b) and (a). 
(VII) For each i<n we have: 
(a) N,i(C,(SnKj))=KinM=Pi, with Pi/Q0 the maximal 
parabolic of Ki/Qo described in (II). 
(b) OALi) G QoJ(QI>- 
If Pi=N,(C,(Sn Kj)) then by (II) Oy(Pi)< CKi(Z)< K,nM. Further, 
the second statement about Pi in (a) holds. Suppose Kj n MC P,. Then 
KJQ, is not isomorphic to A, or G,(2)‘, whence by (V) and (VI)(a) 
(J(Qi) n K,)Q, (I Pi. Since [02’(Pi), J(Q,)] <J(Qi) n Ki the elements of 
J(Q,) induce inner automorphisms according to J( Qr ) n Ki on KJQ,, 
Hence J(Q1) d (J(Q,) n Ki) O,(Li) and 
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Since J<J<QJQcJ=J(Q~) th is implies Pi d N(.J(Qi)) d M, which proves 
GO 
Now (*) implies (b) in case Ki/QO is not isomorphic to A, or G,(2)‘. In 
the latter case either (J(Q,) n Pi)QO = O,(PJ or J(Q,) &4(J(Q1) n 
O,(&)), A E Yl a minimal offending subgroup with [K,, A] $ Q,. This 
shows (b) also in this case. 
(VIII) Q, 6 N(K,) and O,(KiQ1) < QI for i= 1, . . . . n. 
By (VII)(a) there exists an element 1 #x E Kj n M of odd order with 
x $Z(K,lQd. Hence Q, = C,,<x)CQl, xl and [Q,, xl < E6 Jf(Ki). 
Further, C,,(x) <N(K,) since Q1 permutes the components of G/QO. 
This shows Q1 < N(K,). Now [Q1, Pi] < Q1 n Ki Q Pi so that the second 
part of (VIII) follows as in the proof of (VII)(b). (Ki 4 M!) 
Now (VIII) is (3.4)(l). Statement (2) follows from (I) and the fact that 
Q, induces inner automorphisms according to Q1 n Ki on Ki/QO, so that 
either Q, 6 KiO,(KiQ,) or KiQJO,(KiQl) N z6 or G,(2). Statement (3) is 
now (VII). 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis A. Let Ki be a 
2’-component of G not contained in M. Then Q, < N(K,) and QI Ki satisfies 
Hypothesis A with T and Q, replaced by Tn QIKi and O,(KiQ,). 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis A and use the nota- 
tion of (3.4). Let W=O,(Z(QI)) and Wi= ( Wfi), i= 1, . . . . n. Then one of 
the following holds: 
(1) Wi = Z: + C,(K,Q,), Z; = [Z,, KJ; 
(2) IWi:Zi + CW~(KQI)I = 2, KiQdO,(KiQ1) N SpP, 2) and 
IQI:O,(K,QI)I =2. 
ProoJ Let A E 9I be a minimal offending subgroup with [K,, A] < Q,. 
Then jZ::C,(A)I = IA:A n QOI. Since A n Q0 < C(WJ we obtain 
Wj=Z:+ C,(A). As O,(KiQl)<QI by (3.4)(l) this shows that WJZ: is 
a trivial module for Ri=KiQ1/02(KiQ1). Hence by [lo] either (1) holds 
or Kj~ {Sp(2n, q), G,(q), L,(2), L,(q)). Now it is easy to see that a 
non-split extension of a trivial $-module by a natural is not an FF- 
module, except when Kii- Sp(2n, 2) or L,(2) and the second case 
contradicts Wi= Z: + C,(A). So either (1) holds or Ki N Sp(2n, 2) 
and 1 Wi:Z:+ C,($)l =2 by [lo]. If now in the latter case 
lQ,:O,(KjQl)( >2, then Q,=O,(K,QlnM). But, as Wi=Z:+ C,(Q1), 
(2.2) shows that (1) must hold in this case, since Z: is KjQ,-invariant and 
ZJC, ( Ki Q 1 ) is irreducible. 
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(3.7) COROLLARY. Let G be a group satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1. Let V= (ZGo), G,, Q0 as in Theorem 1. Then the following 
hold: 
(1) Go/Q0 E {SL,(2”), Sp(2n, 2”) G,(2”)}, n B 2, m 2 1, and 
P= V/C,(G,) is the natural module for Go/&. 
(2) If M. = M n Go then MO/Q0 is the maximal parabolic of Go/Q0 
described in (3.4)(11). 
(3) G, satisfies Hypothesis A (with QO, Q,, and M). 
(4) If W= (S2,(Z(Q,))Go) then either W= C,(G,)+ V’, Yr = 
[V, G,] or 1 W: C&G,) + V’I = 2, Go/Q0 N Sp(2n, 2), and IQ1 : Q0 / = 2. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is exactly the same as the proof of (I) in (3.4), 
since there one only needs the fact that L,n M contains a 2-Sylow sub- 
group of L, and that O,(L,nM) contains an offending subgroup. 
Now MO=NGO(Z). So by (1) 02’(P)<M0, where P/Q0 is a maximal 
parabolic of Go/Q0 satisfying (3.4)(11). But by the action of Go/Q0 on P we 
have 4Q 1 1 Q. 4 P, since J(Q 1 1 Q. a02’(P). Hence P<NG,(J(Q1))<MM,, 
which proves (2). 
Statement (3) is now obvious, since by (2) M, is a maximal subgroup of 
Go. Hence (4) is (3.6). 
(3.8) Notation. The group G satisfies Hypothesis C, if G is generated by 
two finite subgroups Go, Gi satisfying: 
(1) Q,=F*(Gd= O,(G,)> Q, 4 GI, QI 6 OAGl), and CG,(QI) G Ql. 
(2) Q, d Ql and (QllG= 1. 
(3) M=GonGl =NGo(Z) for some 1 #Z<Q,(Z(S)), SES~~,(G,). 
(4) If V= (ZGo), C= C,(G,) then GO/QO~ (SLn(2m), Sp(2n, 2”), 
G,(2”)}, IE 2 2, m > 1, and V/C is the natural G,/Q,-module. 
(5) C(Go> Qd = ~4. 
If G satisfies Hypothesis C it is clear, for example by (3.7)(2), that M/Q0 
is the maximal parabolic of Go/Q0 with 02’(M/02(M))~ (SL,-,(2m), 
Sp(2n - 2,2”), SL,(2”)}. 
If now the hypothesis of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 3 is satisfied or 
if the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied and some 2’-component Ki of G 
is not contained in M, then (3.2)-(3.7) show the existence of a group G 
satisfying Hypothesis C. Namely in the latter case we may take Go = KiQl 
and Q, = O,(G,,) by (3.4), while in the first cases take for Go the group 
denoted by G, in Theorem 1. In the situation of Theorem 1 or 2 take for 
G1 the amalgamated product of the holomorph of Qi with NGO(Qi) over 
Q, and for G the free amalgamated product of G, and 6, over Q1 . While 
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in the situation of Theorem 3 we take for G1 and G the groups denoted by 
M1 and G in Theorem 3. Let Q1 = N1 , G, = KQl , where K is the 
2’-complement of MO appearing in Theorem 3, and Q,, = O,(G,). Then 
(3.2) and (3.4) imply that G satisfies Hypothesis C (i.e., (3.4)(l) shows 
Q, <N(K), so that GO is well defined !). 
If G satisfies Hypothesis C let 2, = a,(.Z(Q1)), Z, = (ZF), CO= 
C,,(G,), Go= G,,/Qo, and &=Z$C,. Then by (3.7)(4) V’ := [V, G,] = 
Zb := [Z,, G,] and either V+ C,(G,) = Z, or @: V+ C,(G,)I = 2 = 
(Q, : Q,, ( and G$Q, N Sp(2n, 2). In the latter case JZ,, :& ( = 2. 
(3.9) LEMMA. Suppose G satisfies Hypothesis C. Then MG = 1. 
This is a direct consequence of (Q,), = 1 and the structure of G,,. 
4. THE GRAPH r=f(G,,G,) 
Assume in this section that Hypothesis C is satisfied and use the notation 
introduced in (3.8). Let Ir=T(Go, G,) be the coset graph of G,, and G, in 
G. Then G is by (3.9) an edge, but not a vertex-transitive automorphism 
group of E For vertex CI E r we use the usual notation, namely: 
G,, Qm Z,, G,,Aa). 
Let Z& = [Z,, G,] for a N GO in G. If tc N GO in G then we have for 
Km = kernel of the action of G, on d(a): (2, = O*‘(K,), [K,, G,] 6 Q,. Let 
d( , ) be the usual distance metric on r and d= Min{d(a, /?) ) Z, 4 Q,}. 
A pair (a, B) with d(a, /?) = d and Z, $ Qn is called a critical pair. Then 
we have: 
(4.1) The following hold: 
(1) 2 <d= O(2), 
(2) Zf (a, /I) is a critical pair, then G, - G, - G, and 1 # [Z,, Z,] ,< 
Z, n Z,. Moreover, (/I, a) is critical. 
ProoJ: Let a, a + 1, . . . . p - 1, fi b eanarcfromatofi.Ifp-l-G,inG, 
then Q,- 1 < Q, (since Q,, . < Q1 !) and so (n, B) is not critical. So p N G, and 
(3.8) implies 1 # [Z,, ZP] ,<Zg. But by minimality of d also Z, < G, but 
Z, $ Qix < C&Z,). Hence also (p, a) is critical and (4.1) holds. 
We fix for the rest of this section a critical pair (a,,, 6,). Let 6,, al, . . . . ad 
be a fixed arc from 6, to 6,. Then we may by edge-transitivity assume 
GO = Gbo and G, = Gal. Thus, to simplify notation, we omit subscript 6 for 
all groups corresponding to vertices of this arc. For vertices in A(&,) - a1 
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resp. d(6,)-6,_, we often write 6-l resp. ddtl and G_, req. Gd+l for 
the corresponding groups. Let 
A = A (609 6,) := P,” I g E GO, 21% II&, Qfl, -‘G 4Z QdM2 and &S GY}, 
v, :=Z,(Zy~d(cl, y)=2) if CI~&, 
and 
v,= (z,la~4P)> if P-S,. 
J1, 6 _i E A(&,) are called “opposite,” if G, n Cl/Q0 and Go n G _ JQO are 
opposite parabolic subgroups of G,. 
(4.2) One of the following holds: 
(1) Q,=02(GOnG,) andZ,<Z(02’(G,nG,)), 
(2) QI = Z(02’(G,, n G,)) and c, N Sp(2n, 2’7, 
(3) 
- - 
Qi = Zd and G,, N G,(2”). 
Proof. This is immediate by (3.8)(4), (4.1)(2), and the action of G, on 
its natural module. 
Next we show: 
(4.3) The following hold: 
(1) IZO:ZOn Qdl = I&:&~ Qd 
(2) If G,, 1: SL,(27, n 3 3, then C0 = C,(G,) = 1. In the other cases 
]Cbl < 2”. 
(3) Either CO< [Z,, Z,] or G, N Sp(2n, 2) and (Z,:Z, n Qdl = 2. 
(4) If v, 4 Qd-2 f or each critical pair (&,, 6d), then Z0Z2 is Ylot 
normal in G,. 
(5) If d>,4 and F’,$ Qd_2 for each critical pair (6,, 6,) then 
W, := (Z?> #Zz,Ev,, Q,lz,. 
Proof. Statement (1) is obvious from the action of G,, on 2,. Statement 
(2) follows from [lo] since by hypothesis 2; cannot be an indecomposable 
L,(2)-module of order 16. Statement (3) is (2.1)(a). 
To prove (4) we may inductively assume that for each i < d/2 there exists 
a 6-2, such that (6_2i,dd_& iS CritiCal. Let p=d_d+2. Then @,&) is 
critical. If now Z,Zz (I Go there exists a A E A(6 _1) with Z,Z, = Z,ZA, a 
contradiction to [Z,, Z,] < [Z,, 2,,2,] = 1. 
To prove (5) let W, = W,lZ,Z, and suppose W, = Z,[ WO, Q,]Z,; then 
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p,, = [PO, Q2] and thus @,, = 1. But then W, =ZOZ, 4 GO, a contra- 
diction to (4). 
(The proof of (4) and (5) is taken from [ll].) 
Assume for the rest of this section that d> 4. 
(4.4) Let (6,, 6,) be a criticalpair and K1 E A(&,) such that aI, 6-, are 
opposite and Z,< Gel. Then Vel 6 Qdp2. 
ProoJ: Suppose (4.4) does not hold for (&,, 6,). If G, N SL,(2”), 
G,(2”) or if G, N Sp(2n, 2”) and IQ, : Q,, I = 2”, then [ Vul, Z,] = 
[Z,, Z,] 6 Z,, and thus V-r 4 (G _ r n G,, Z,) = G,, a contradiction. 
Thus G, 11 Sp(2n, 2”) and Qr = O,(G,n G,). By (2.11) GO= (Q-,, Z,) 
= (Q _ r, t ) for each t E Z, - Q,, which induces a transvection on & (over 
GF(2”)!). If [ Vwl, Z,n Q,] = 1, then as Z,Q,= C,,_,(Z,n Q,), VP1 d 
ZO Qd and [ V-r, Z,] < Z,, a contradiction as before. 
Thus A=[Z--2,ZdnQ,]#1 for some b-Z~A(B-l). If CO=l, then 
A d [Z,, Z,], a contradiction to A <Z-r n C,(Z,) d Co, since Z,n Q. 
induces transvections on Z2. Hence CO # 1. Now (2.1)(b) applied to Z, 
implies 1 A 1 6 2”, while (2.1)(a) applied to ZY, implies JAI >2” if m > 1. 
Thus m=l and jCb/ =2. If now JZ,:ZdnQ,,I >2, then [V-,, HI6 
A 6 CO for H = Z,- r [Z,, Qd- r], a contradiction since by the above 
Go=(GonG-l, H). 
Let Y=C,-,(Z,nQ,,). Then Y=Z-r[Z-,, Q-r] and Y<ZOQd. 
Since G,=(Q_,,Z,) we obtain YZ,,dGG,. If now l~A(6-,) with 
[Z,, Z,n Q,] = 1, then Z,Z, KI GO and, since [Z,, @(GO)] d Z,, also 
CZ,, Q-II-G -a Go. This implies Z,[ V-, , QPl] q G,. Especially 
[V_,, Q-r] 6 V,,<C(V,-,). Since [Z-,, Q-r] <C(V,-,) and thus 
jV~d--3:V~d--3nQ-2i<2 we obtain 
~~~Q,~~~-,~~~-,,Q,-~l=~~-~[r~~-~~Q~-~l~~C(Z--2)~ 
a contradiction to the choice of 6-,. This proves (4.4). 
(4.5) Suppose (S,, 6,) is critical with V,% G1. Then A = /j (6,, 6,) 
# a. Moreover, if GO is not Sp(2n, 2) and JZ,:Z,n Q,, ( = 2, then A # @ 
for each critical pair (6,, 6,). 
ProoJ Suppose Z$ < Qd- 2 for each g E GO with Zd 6 Gf and 6,) 8; 
opposite. Fix such a g and let S_,=Sf and W=Z,((Zf)GOnG-l). If 
G, N SL,(2’9, G,(2”) or if G, N Sp(2n, 2”) and IQ, :Q,,l = 2” then 
c w, Zdl = C-G 3 &I G -cl. Hence G,=(G,nG-,,Z,)dN(W) and 
[ W, 02(G,)] d Z,. This implies Z,Z, = Z,Zf 4 GO, a contradiction to 
(4.4) and (4.3)(4). 
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Thus G, N Sp(2n, q), q = 2”, and Q, = O,(G,, nG,). As in the proof 
of (4.4), (2.1)(b) shows that A = [W, Z,n Q,,] has order q. If now Z& 
is the natural Go-module, then A = [Z,, Z,}, a contradiction to 
A < Z I n C,(Z,) < Co. Thus C0 # 1 and (2.1)(a) applied to the action of 
Z,nQo on 2: implies q=2=lCbj. Further, if IZd:ZdnQ,l#2, then 
H=Zd--l[Zd,Qd--l]$Qe, and [W,H]dA<C,. Since by (2.11) 
G, = (Q-i, H) we obtain again &Z, 4 G,, a contradiction as above. 
This proves the second part of (4.5). 
To prove the first part notice that A < Z, n C,( I’,) < C2 if V, < G1. But 
as A < C, and bZ, St are conjugate in Go this implies Ad C$, a contra- 
diction to Z,n Q. 6 Q$. 
(4.6) There exist criticalpairs (6,, 8d+2), (6,, a,), and (a_,, ad-*) with: 
(1) &E/l (L 641, 
(2) 6 4 E A (L w 
Proof. Choose a critical pair (6,, 6,+,) with I’,,, 6 G3. (Exists by 
(4.4)!) Hence by (4.5) we may pick &E A (a,, ddf2). By definition of 
A (L &+A we have .h2 4 Gi. So we may pick BdZ~A (6,, 6,). 
Now we can prove the main result of this section: 
(4.7) d6 4. 
Proof. Suppose d>4 and choose critical pairs (6,, a,,,), (6,, 6,), and 
(6_,,8d--2) as in (4.6). Then 1#A=[Z_,,Zd-23~Z--1~CC--2 by the 
action of G_, on its natural module .%, . But A < Z-i n C,(Z,) < 
C, < Z, and thus, since d > 4, A < Z1 n CZz(Zdf Z) < C,. By definition of 
A (h,,, 6,) we have &, - 6, in G,. This would imply A < Cz, a contra- 
diction. 
5. d=2 
In this section we carry on with the hypothesis and notation of Section 
4. Assume d = 4 by (4.7) and fix vertices 6 --2, . . . . b6 of r satisfying (4.6). We 
first show: 
(5.1) GO is not isomorphic to G,(q), q = 2”. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then, as G, n G, < N(Z,), 1 V,: V, n Q2 I= q3 
and V, n Q2 d Z,Q4. Hence v,, = V,/Z, contains only one non-central 
chief factor for G, = (ZF) > O’(G,) and this is an FF-module. 
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Let IV, = (Zp). Then by (4.3)(5) W,#Z,[ IV,, Q,]Z,. Hence 
I: vo, Qo, &I G -5, and 
since co is transitive on d(6,) and centralizes [ Vo, Qo] Zo/Zo. The three 
subgroup lemma implies A = [Z,, Z-J 6 V. < Z(Qo). Pick by (4.5) 
6-, E A (6-,, 6,). Then by (2.12) Go = Qo(Zm4, Z,) < C(A), a contra- 
diction since A g .Z1. 
(5.2) Suppose Go N Sp(2n, q), q=2”. Then Q, = Oz(GonG,) and 
IZ,:Z, n Q. 1 = q for each critical pair (Jo, 6,). 
ProojY Suppose false and assume first IQ1 :Qo 1 = q. Let (6,, 6,) be 
critical. Then (Q,, Q3)/Qz N L,(q), 6, - 6, in (Q,, Q,), and, as 
ZoZz # Z, Z4, Z. Z,/Z, is a natural module for ( Q i, Q3 )/Q2. Hence Z, Z, 
is elementary abelian, a contradiction to [Z,, Z,] # 1. 
Thus Q1 = O,(G,n G,) and we may by (4.5) assume that 
(Z_,:Z_,nQ,~~q2~<Z2:Z2nQ_,~.LetF2,,=[Z,,Q,]C,andsimilarly 
FA,p for d(L, ~)=2. Then l[Z-,, Fz,o]l dq by (2.1)(b) and so 
lFz,, :F2,0 n Q --2 I= q and induces a root group of transvections on z’, . 
Hence IZ,:Z,nQe21 =q* and so IZA:ZAnQ,I =q or q2 for each critical 
pair (A, p). Now [P-2,o n Q2, Z, n Qo] < Zel n Z, < Con C2 6 Cpz, since 
c~S~NS-~ in Go. Hence Z, n Q. < Ce-,(F-,, n QJ = Z2Q-* and so 
Z2(& n Qo> 4 G2, since G2 = (Z-,, Q3> and [Z-,, Z, n Qo] d 
C-K,, Z,Q-21 d Z2. 
Let Fz = Z2(Z4 n Q,) and W, = (F$). Then, either W, = Fz or WJr;, 
is a non-trivial module for (7,. In the second case IZ,:Z, n Q, 1 = q* = 
lZo:Zo n Q4 I and so by W)(b) CQ2, F4,*1 = CZ,, F4,A d Z1 n Z, 6 G. 
This implies [Q2, W2] d C2 and [ W2 n Qo, Z-, n Q2] 6 Z-, n C2 < Co n 
C,. Hence W,~IQ,<C,~,(Z-~~Q,)=Z,Q-,, since 6,-d-, in Go and 
thus [Z-,, W2 n Qo] ,< Z,. IBut this is a contradiction to 1 W,: W, n Q. 1 = q 
by definition of W, and JZ-,:Zp2n Q21 =q2. 
So Fz= W2 and if L2= (Zp), then lL2:L2nQoI <q. Let gEG2nG,. 
Then CF&, Z--2 n Q2] = [Z2Fo,,, Z-, n Q2] = 1. If Z,g< Q,, then 
[Z.f,Z-2nQ,]<Z-,nZf<C2, since by (2.11) G2= (Z-,, Q$>. If 
Z s Qo, then [Zf, Z-, n Q2] = [Z,, Zf] <Z, n Zf < C,. Hence if 
L,,, = (Zy-1 >, then CJ%,~ n Q,, Ze2 n Q21 d Z-, n C2 < Co n C2 < 
C-* and so L2,, n Qo<Z2Q-2 and CL, 1 n Q,, Z-,] <Z,. 
Now by (2.2) there exists a non-trivial G2-top composition factor 1, 
of L2/F2. Since z,= (27) and I.&, QJ 7 1, (2.11) implies z2=z2,r. 
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(0, and Q3 are “opposite” unipotent radicals in G,. Further G, n G, = 
Q1(G1 n G, n G3) and G2 n G3 = Q3(G1 n G2 n G3).) Hence 2--2 centralizes 
a subgroup of index 4 in x2, a contradiction to I.Z-,:Z-, n Q2 I= q*. 
(5.3) G, is not isomorphic to Sp(2n, q), q = 2”. 
ProoJ: Suppose false and let F,,, be defined as in (5.2). Then by (5.2) 
[F-,,,,F~,,]~Z-,nZ,~C,nC,dC-,,sinceF-,,~Q’,andF,,,~Qe,. 
Hence CL,, F4,J < [Z-,, .&I $-G and W’4,2 4 6 = (Z-,, Q3>. 
Similarly Z, F- 2,0=ZOF2,0(1G0. Let L,= (Zp). Then IL,:L,nQOj =q 
and [L,nQ,, F-&J= [L,nQ*, F2,J=1. Hence LZ.nQ,<Z22Q---2 and 
Z-, centralizes a subgroup of index q in I!$ = L,/ZtF4,z. Now, as 
Z,Z, # Z,Z,,, X2 is a non-trivial FF-module for G,. Hence by [8] 
L2 =z,/pz is equivalent to .Z2/Cz as G,-module where Fz = C,,(G,). 
Now Tz d L2 n Q, since ) [Z-,, &,@~]I = q. Hence T2 < Z(L_,) since 
L, = (ZF) by (4.6). Now, considering L, as symplectic space, Z,Z, is a 
hyperbolic plane. Since G, is transitive on the hyperbolic pairs of J$ and 
since L2 is generated by involutions, this implies @(L,) = L; d C,, as 
IZ,, ZJ G G. 
Set LO = (ZF) and pick t E Z, - F4,2. Then, since L, n Qz d Z, Q4 as for 
L,, it follows that 
CL, t, tl d Wd n C&n Q2, .&I G CZ-,, -&I n [l& -%I = 1, 
since [Z-,,Z2]n[Z,,Z,]<CC,nC, and 6,-8-2 in GO. Hence 
[L,, t] d Cn(F4,*(t)) d Q4 and thus by the action of G, on & 
CL,, i] < [Z-,, $1 d Z, n Q4 = 1, 
a contradiction to LO < Q2. 
(5.4) GO N L,(2) N sZ’(6,2). Further, if NO = Q, n @(GO), then 
iZ2 ir: @(N,,) d C, and N,I@(N,) is an indecomposable GO-module, which is 
the extension of a natural f2+(6, 2)-module by the natural L,(2)-module 
Z&@(N,)/@(N,). Moreover, Q, = NOC,,(02(G,)). 
Proof Suppose false. Then by (5.1), (5.3) G, z L,(q), q = 2”. Let 
W,= (Zp) and W,= (Zp). Then, as 
CQo, &I = C-L, .&I d Z- I n .G < Co, 
we have WO d [Q,, W,] < CO. By symmetry we may assume 
IW~:W,nQ,I~IW,:W,nQ,I. 
Hence m,, = W,lZ, is an FF-module for G, with offending subgroup pz, 
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since [W, n QI, W,] < C, < 2,. Hence by [g] and the remark following 
the statement of the theorem in [S] one of the following holds: 
(a) All non-trivial G,-composition factors in @‘O are equivalent 
natural modules. 
(b) m > 4 and @‘0/p0 is the symmetric square of a natural module, 
where T, = C it& Go). Further Q r = Q, W, . 
If now m > 3 in case (a), then [17, (2.3), (2.6)J implies it, = F0 x pO, 
To=C@&G,), PO= [fvo, Go] is the direct sum of equivalent natural 
modules. Since m b 3 and @(WO) d C,, we obtain @(WA) = 1, since these 
modules are not self-dual. Further [T,, Wb] = 1 and so @( W,) = 1, since 
W, = Z2 WO, a contradiction to 6, N 6 --2 in G,,. 
So m = 2 in case (a). Hence RO/F,, is a natural G,-module and 
@o=~o~-,&. Now, as [W,,nQ,, W,JdCz<Z,, To= WonQ2n 
QL2=Z(WO). Further @(W,)= [Z,, Z-J and Q, =Q, W,=QoZ,, since 
W, = T2ZoZ4. Pick t E Z, - Q,. Then 
CZw2, t, tl f NW,) n [Won Q2, fl G C-G, Ll n CZo, &I = 1 
as in (5.3). Hence Z’2[Z-2, t] < C,(t) = W, n Q4, a contradiction since by 
the action of L,(q) on its natural module W, = T2[Ze2, t]Z,. 
So (b) holds. As @$ is an FF-module, (2.3) and [lo] show that in any 
case w0 = F0 0 wO, W0 = [ wO, G,]. Further m = 4, since pb must be self- 
dual. Let F,, = C,,(G’(G,)) and claim (*) Q, = WbF,. 
Now by (b) Qo= CQonQ,) Wg and [QO, W,] 6 C,[Wi, W,]. Let 
QO= Qo/@(QO)CO. Then again (2.3) and [lo] imply Q,= pb x co, 
Co= C,,(G,). As [W,, Q,] $ Co, we have @(Qo) < Co@(Co) and thus 
Co 6 F” which proves (*). 
As [Wo,Fo]<Cc, the three-subgroup lemma implies W. = 
Co[ Wo, O*(G,)] < C(F,). Further, since W, < Qo02(Go), [F,, W,] < 
Fb n C,[ W,, W,] f Co < Z, . Hence F. 6 Q, and so F. < C,,( W,). 
Especially, if Lo = F. n W,, then T,=Z,L,~Z(Q,). Now G,n G1 acts 
transitively on [ PO, Q,] # . Hence [ Wb, Ql] is elementary abelian and so 
ToC wb, Qol = ZoGC 6, Qol is also elementary abelian. This implies 
Lo,(al(Z(Ql)) and thus T,=Z, and W,= Wo. 
Let fro = We/Co and suppose q 3 4. Then Z, = C,,,(Q1) and so by [lo] 
pz = g1 x [pz, G,n G,]. Hence /C,(S)/ = q2 and (2.6) implies that the 
extension of f@o/.?o by go splits. But then z2 = C ctO( QI ) = [ fro, (2, ] and 
thus Z, < .Zr Q;. On the other hand, as Q1 =(W, * F,) W, and 
W2 < C, ,( Z1, it follows that 
ZonQ~<ZonZ,[Wo, W,]dZonZ,=Z,, 
a contradiction to 6, w J2 in G1. Hence q = 2. 
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This argument also shows that the extension of W,,/Z, by Z,/C, does 
not split if q = 2. Now, as W, n Q0 = ZoZ2 < W, and Q,/ W,, < Z(Go/ W,), 
it follows that N, < W,. By the action of G, on W,lZ, we have 
@(No) = N6 < wo = [Z,, z-,] N z,. 
Thus if ~O=NO/@(NO) an easy application of (2.3) yields 
~o=[~o,Go]xConNo. As W;= [Z,, Z,] < [N,, G,] we obtain 
C, n N, = 1 and (5.4) holds. (The last statement follows from (*)!) 
6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we carry on with the hypothesis and notation of Section 
4. Thus by (4.1) and Section 5 d = 2, except in case (5.4). 
(6.1) Suppose G,, N L,(q), n>2, q=2” 22. Let O”(G,)= R0 and 
No = Q, n RO. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) n > 3, @(NJ = 1, and No is the natural module for 
RoINo = Sbztq). 
(2) n =2, @(No)= 1, N,= [N,, R,], and N,/N,n C, is the natural 
module for R,,/N, N SL,(q). 
(3) R0 II 24A1, or 43SL3(4), where a, resp. SL,(4) are perfect central 
extensions of A8 resp. SL,(4) by an elementary 2-group of order 2 resp. ~4. 
(4) (5.4) holds. 
Proof. Suppose case (4) does not hold. Then d = 2. Further, if n = 2, 
then it is well known and easy to see that (2) holds. (See [14].) So assume 
n 3 3. Then by (4.3) Z0 = [Z,, G,] is the natural %,-module. Hence 
(*I Z; := C-G, .%I = C-G, Qll= Cz;, Qil 
and [Qol &I G G since R,, < ( ZiGo). Let Co = C,,( R,). Then 
Q, = Z. x Co, since Zb n @(Q,) = 1 and since by (*) j [Q,, Z;] I= 2 in case 
q=2, n=3. Th is shows that, except in case n = 3, q G 4 or y1= 4, q = 2, (1) 
holds. (Since the multiplier of G, is trivial ! ) 
In these cases let Lo= (Zp) and IO= Lo/Zo. Then by (*) 
[Z,, QI] = Z; <Zb, so that Z, < Z(Q,). Especially (Z~;““G1) is elemen- 
tary abelian. This shows that in case n = 3, q = 2, z. is not a central 
product of SL,(7) with some 2-group. Hence in this case also (1) holds. 
Further in case n = 3, q = 4, Z(L,) n 02(Eo) must be elementary abelian. 
Hence in the remaining cases (3) holds. 
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(6.2) Suppose G, N G,(q) and let R, = O*(G,), No = Q, n RO. Then 
(a) @(No) = 1, No/Non C ,, is the natural module for RdN, 1: G,(q)‘, 
and No = [N,, R,]. Further QoQ2 = (Q, n Q2)Z,Zz. 
(b) IfqB4, then lQl:Qol =q3. 
Proof Because of IZ,Q,,: Q,l = q3 and Z2 Q Z(Q2) we have 
Q,Q2=Q0Z,=Q,Z,,. Since RO<(Zp) this implies [Q,,, R,]<Z& Now 
the multiplier of G,(q) is trivial, except in case q= 4. This shows that 
(6.2)(a) holds when q # 4. 
Now [Q,, /Z2] = [Zb, Z,] 6 Z&. Hence N,Z2/Zb is abelian, since 
N,< (Zf). But then (2.7) shows that R$Zb is not a proper covering 
group of G,(4). This shows that (6.2)(a) also holds in case q = 4. 
To prove (b) we may replace Gi by (G, n Gi, a) = G,, where CE G, 
with _6:= d2, and G by G/Q, where G= (G,, G,), Q=(Q,)&, since 
also G/Q satisfies Hypothesis C for d= 2 and (b) holds for G if it holds 
for G/Q. Hence we may assume G = (Go, 0). But then @(Q,) = 
@(Q,, n Q2) = @(QJ = 1 and so the hypothesis of (2.5)(b) is satisfied, since 
Q,, is an FF-module for Go. This implies (b). 
(6.3) Suppose G, N Sp(2n, q), q = 2”, n > 2, and Ql = Q = O,(M). Set 
R, = 02(G,), No = Q0 n RO. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) &/No = Sp(6, q), N,/Z(N,) is the &dimensional irreducible 
orthogonal Sp(6, q)-module. @(N,) < Z( No) has order q and [Z(N,), R,] is 
the natural O,(q)-module for RO. 
(2) R,/N, N Sp(2n, 2)‘, @(IV,) = 1, and N,/Z(R,) is the natural 
Sp(2n, 2)‘-module. 
(3) R,,/N, 1: Sp(2n, 4), @(NJ= 1, and N,/Z(R,) is the natural 
Sp(2n, 4)-module. 
Further, the extension of R,/N, by No does not split. 
Further in (2) and (3) N,,= [N,, R,], Qi=(QinQj)Zi, and 
lQiQj/Qjl =2 resp. 4 for {i,j> = {0,2}. 
Proof Let V,= [N,, R,] = [Q,, R,]. If V, 6 Z, then the proof of 
(5.13) of [ll] shows that (1) holds.’ So we may assume VO<ZO. If now 
V, # No then R$V, is a non-split central extension of Sp(2n, q). Hence by 
[7, Tables 3 and 4, p. 201 q= 2 and n = 2 or 3. So we may assume 
N,, # V,,Z(R,), since otherwise (2) holds. Thus N,IZ(R,) is an indecom- 
posable module for RO. 
1 (5.13) of [ll] proves that (6.3)(l) holds if V, C 2, under the hypothesis: G, as above, 
d=2, G, = Ho](S), SE Syl,(G,), and G= GO *s G,. Although this hypothesis is slightly 
different from ours, the proof goes through. 
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Suppose first n = 2. Then R$VO N SL,(9). Since Z; induces a trans- 
vection on Z0 and since [Z;, Q,] <RO and [Zr: [Z;, Qi][ =2 we have 
R,Z;/N, 31 Sp(4,2). As RdV,, contains only one involution an easy com- 
putation shows that RoZ; n G,/I/, N Z, * SL,(3), which is impossible since 
@(z;) = 1. 
So n = 3. Let L, = R,Z;. Since by the structure of mwe have 
QInR$Vo-Z,*21+4 the same argument as above implies R,fL,. 
Hence Lo/V,-=* TT4 since CR,,, Z;] <No. Let t&, with 
(t2)Vo=iVNo>[Ro, t]. Then [R,, t]< V, and [V,,t]=l. Hence 
t2 E Z(R,), a contradiction to No # V,Z(R,). 
Let Co = Ce,(Ro), Z; = [Zo, Z;], and suppose q 3 4. (If q = 2 (2) holds 
by what we have shown !) Suppose there is a R,-invariant subgroup 
V. < W< Q, such that W/Z(R,) is an indecomposable R,-module with 
[ W, R,] < V,. Then I[ W, Z;] ( = q lZ(R,)I, since Z; induces a transvec- 
tion group on V,. Hence W< VoQ2 by the action of Q, on Z2. This 
implies 1 W:C,(Zg)l =q and thus W= V,C,(R,), since by q>2 Sp(2n, q) 
is generated by 2n-transvection groups, a contradiction. 
So no such W exists, which shows Q. = VoCo, Co = C,,(R,). Suppose 
Qo % VoQ2. Then Co $ VoQ2 and, as Q1 = VoCo(QIn R,) and 
[Z2,C0]<Z~nCo<C(Q1nRo), (2.1)(b) implies QlnRodQ2Vo or 
[Z;, Co, Co] = [Z;, Q1, Q1] = [Z2, Ql n Ro, QI n R,]. In the first case 
Ql = QoQ2 = VocoQ2 and 
z; G C-G, Qil= CG, Qol = CZ,, Co1 Q Co 
which is not the case. In the second case 
Hence [Z2,Q,nRo]dC,(QInRo)nZZ;dZ,nZ~=Z~, which is 
impossible if Q1 n R, 6 Q2 V,. 
This implies Q,< VoQz, Q2< V2Qo, and Qi= (Qin Qj) Vi for 
fi, j> = (0,2). Hence @i(Qo) = @(Q. n Q2> = @fQ2) 4 R = (Go, o), 
6~Gr, with6:=6,.Let N=(Q,),andR=R/N.ThenNnQo<Co,since 
Q. = V, Co and Vo/Vo n Co is not centralized by V,. Thus 
and loj:QinQjj=qq, Qi=pj(oinQj), and @(&i)=l for (ij)={O,2). 
Hence all involutions of QoQ2 lie in Q. u Q2. If now the extensions 
of Ro/Vo by V, split, then Go = Q:, . X, 8 N Sp(2n, q). Hence - - 
Q2 = (QzQo n x)(Q, n Q,) and thus Qz 0 Z,(Q,), which contradicts the 
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action of Q1 on Qz. (Q, contains a natural module for G, and thus 
rcf22, a9 QIII 24.) 
Thus the extensions of RO/VO by V,, and Go/Q,, by Q,, do not split. Let - - 
R be a Cartan subgroup of G, normalizing f&Q,. Then R normalizes Qz 
and so there exists an R-invariant complement A to Q0 n & in Qz. Hence 
by (2.8) the extension of GO/QO by QO/Ce,,(G’,) splits if q > 8, a contra- 
diction to the above. 
This shows that q64 and (3) holds if q=4. 
(6.4) Suppose G, 1: Sp(2n, q), q= 2”, II > 2, and Ql #Q. Then 
1 Q, : Q, 1 = q and if R,, = 02(G,), No = Q,, n R0 the following hold: 
(1) @(No)= 1, N,= [N,,, R,], and N,IZ(R,) is the natural module 
for R$N, N Sp(2n, q)‘. 
(2) If q > 8, then the extension of R,/N,, by No splits. 
ProoJ Since Q0 < Qi < Q and Q1 < Gon G, it is obvious that 
lQl:Qol=s~ Ql=QJ2=Q2-&=QoQ2, and CQo~Z21=CZo~Z21~ 
Z,, n Z2. Since R0 G (Zp ) this implies V, = [N,, R,] < Z,. Hence R,/VO 
is a covering group of Sp(2n, q)’ and thus the proof of (6.3) shows 
R&f, N Sp(2n, q)‘. Now No = V, and (6,4)(l) holds. 
Assume q > 8. If A is a complement o Z,, n Z2 in Z,, then /A I= q and 
A acts as a transvection group on No/Z(&). Thus A 6 RoCo and (2.8) 
shows that the extension of R,/N, by N,/Z(R,) splits. As Sp(2n, q) has a 
trivial multiplier for q > 8 this proves (2). 
Now Theorems 1 and 2 are consequences of (3.5), (3.7), and (6.1)-(6.4). 
7. PROOF OF TI-BOREM 3 
Assume in this section that the hypothesis of Theorem 3 holds. Pick a 
2’-component K0 of M, satisfying condition (*) of Theorem 3. Then by 
(3.2), (3.4) N, <N(K,,) and if we set Go = K,N,, G, = Mi, Q0 = O,(G,), 
and Q, = N1 then (3.5) shows that the pair Go, Gi satisfies Hypothesis C 
in G. Hence all the results of Sections 4-6 hold. We use the notation intro- 
duced in these sections. Especially d = 2 or (5.4) holds for G, and d = 4. If 
d=2 fix some aEG1 with 6,“=6,. We first show: 
(7.1) If @(Q,nK,)= 1, then @(Q,) = 1. Moreover, Q,=Z, if 
Go N SLJ2”). 
ProoJ: Assume N = @(Q,) # 1 and let L = NG,(N). Since NM&G,) = 
NM&K, N,) d L, condition (*) of Theorem 3 implies L 9 M,. 
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Suppose first G ,, N SL,(29. Then d = 2 as @(Q. n &) = 1 and 2; is 
irreducible by (4,3) if n > 2. Thus [Z&, Z;] = [Z& Q1] = [Z;, Q1]. Claim 
(*) Q. = Z. * Co, Co = CQ,(Ro), R, = (ZbGo). 
If n = 2, then IQ,: C&Z;)1 = 2”. Since R, is generated by two conjugates 
of Z; our claim follows. If n = 3 and m = 1, R, is generated by three 
conjugates of Z;, since L,(2) is generated by three involutions. Hence 
again our claim follows. 
Finally if n 9 3 and m > 1 if 12 = 3 It 0, = Qo/@(Qo), co = CQo(02(Ro)), 
and Co coimage of co. Then Qo= 2,x 2’” and as C”nZb<@(Qo) n 
Z. = 1 we obtain [Co, R,] = 1. 
Now (e) shows @(Qo)= @(Co)= @(Q2)= 1. Hence Co = Co, Qo= Zo, 
and (7.1) holds in this case. 
Next suppose Go N G,(q). Then (6.2) implies QOQz = (Q, n Q2)ZoZ2, 
Hence again @(Qo) = @(Q2) and a E MO. 
Finally, if Go 2: Sp(2n, q), q = 2 or 4, then (6.3) implies Qi = (Qi A Qj)Zi 
for {i, j} = (0,2). Hence again @(Qo) = @(QJ and c E MO, a contra- 
diction. 
(7.2) Ifd=4 then Q,=(QlnKo)* Co, C,=C,(K,). 
Proof. Pick again by G1 with S;=S,, where (a,, a,, &, &, 6,) is an 
arc with Z, $ Qo. By the proof of (5.4) Q, = (Q. n Ko) * Co, Co = C,,(Ko). 
Suppose first Z; < Z(Qo n Ko)Co. Then as [Z;, Qo] = [Zi, Q,] 2 ZZ, 
Z;< Co or Z;dZ(QonKo)CodZo. In the second case Qo= Qz, a 
contradiction to Z4 < Q2. In the first case Q, n K. 9 Q2, whence 
a contradiction since [K,, Q. n K,] g Zo. So Z; $ Z(Qo n Ko) Co. Hence 
[Ql,~~]==[QonKo,Z~]=@(QonKo). This implies Z~6(QonKo)Co 
and Z~nZo=@(QonKo), since otherwise @(Q!,nK,)= [Z,nZ;, Ql]< 
EQ,, Zol = L-Q,, -%I a contradiction to the structure of K, as described in 
Theorem 2. We obtain Q. n Q2 = ZoZ;Co = ZoZ;C2, C2 = C&O”(G,)). 
This implies @(Co) = @(Q. n Q2) = @(C”). Now condition (*) of Theorem 
3 implies @(Co) = 1 as in the proof of (7.1). Thus Co = Co. 
(7.3) In case Go ‘v_ Sp(6, q) and @(Qon Ko) f 1 also Q1 = 
(Ql n Ko) * Co. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, ~QonKo:Ceo~Ko(Z2)( =q’. Hence Qo= 
(Q. n K,) C&Z,). This implies easily Q. = (Q. n K,) * Co and 
[Z,, Co] = 1. Since IZ, : Zz n Qol = q = IZ,: Z0 n Q2/ we obtain 
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Q, n Q2 = Co* (2, n Q&Z0 n QJ and thus @(Co) = @(C2) = 1 by condition 
(*) of Theorem 3. Hence Co = Co. 
(7.4) The following hold: 
(1) Q. = No = zo(Qo n Ko) = Co(Qo n Ko) 01 @(Qo) = 1, 
~Q,:(Q,nK,)C,~ =2, and Go 2 Sp(2n, 2). 
(21 Go/No = Wfo/No) or IGo/No:E(Mo/No)I =2 and Go = Sp(4,2) 
or G,(2). 
(3) JIMo/No) = Fe/No d (MO n Ml)/No. 
(4) MO = KoWo n Ml 1. 
ProoJ: By (7.1)-(7.3) either @@Jo)= 1 or Q,= (QonKo)Co. Since 
F*(M,) = No < Q. and Q, n K. 6 No, this implies Q, = No. By (7.1)-(7.3) 
it remains to show Q. = Z. in case @(Qo) = 1 to prove (1). 
In case Go N SL,(q) this has been shown in (7.1). Next let Go N G,(q). 
Then ( Q2 : Q2 n Q. 1 = q3. Since Go/Q0 can be generated by two conjugates 
of Q2, we obtain Q, = (Q, n K,) Co and (1) holds. If Go N Sp(2n, q), q > 4, 
then as shown in the proof of (6.3), (6.4) lQo: Q, n Q2 ) = q. Since Go is 
generated by 2n-conjugates of Q2 this again implies Q, = (Qon Ko). Co. 
Since in case Go N Sp(2n, 2) we have H1(Go, v) N Z,, V the natural 
Go-module, this proves (1). 
To prove (2) let R. be a 2’-component of MO different from Ko. Then 
easily [K,, R,] = 1. Claim Ii,5 C(Z,). If Q, s&Q0 then Ro~Mon M, 
and the claim holds by the hypothesis of Theorem 3. So we may assume 
G,, N E;6 or G,(2). But then, as [K,n O,, R,] = 1, (1) implies 
[Q,, R,] 5 Co 2 Z1, whence R, 5 NM,(Z,) 5 MO n M1 and the claim also 
holds. Now, since by (1) in any case INo: (Q. n Ko)Z, 15 2, we obtain 
[R,, No] = 1, a contradiction to No = F*(M,). 
Statements (3) and (4) are now obvious since Q1 = No(Q1 n Ko) and 
MO = KoNM,J Q, n K,) by the Frattini Argument. 
(7.5) If Qb = 1, then Co N SL,(q). 
Prooj Suppose false. Then by Theorem 2 Go N G2(q) or Sp(2n, q). Now 
by the structure of K, and (7.4) in the first case ‘%(Q,) = Q, u Q2 and in 
the second case all involutions of (Q,“‘) are contained in Q. u Q,, since 
<Q,“? = QoQz, since each Qt, g E G1 - Go induces GF(q)-transvections on 
Z& Hence in any case G1 = (G, n MO)(a), o2 EMU, since by condition (*) 
MO > N,,(N,). Since G1 n G2 = (G, n Go)” acts non-trivially on Q, n K, we 
obtain in any case G, n G1 = G1 n GZ. Further, as Q, = 02(G, n M,), q = 2 
resp. q 6 4 by Theorem 2. 
First assume Go N G,(2). Then MO = Go. Lo, Lo = C,(G,/Q,). Hence 
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M,,nM,=(G,nM,)L, and QIL,=C,,,,,(G,nG,/Q,). Since cr nor- 
malizes G, n G, we obtain O’(L,) u (M,, M,) = G. Thus M0 = Go and 
MO ,--I Ml/Q 1 1: C,. But this is a contradiction to O,(M,) = Q, . 
Now the same argument shows Go = M, in case G, N_ Sp(2n, 2). Hence in 
this case n = 3 and 0 induces an outer automorphism on Go n Gl/Ql. But 
since (Go n G,)(o) acts on Q,/QoQz, which is a natural Sp(4,2)-module 
for Go n G, , this is impossible. So finally G, N Sp(2n, 4), 12 > 2. If FO/NO # 1, 
then 1 # [C,, -FJ = [Z,, F,,] = [Q,, FO] by (7.4), since by (6.3)(3) Go/Co 
has no complement o QO/CO. But as QIFO Q Ml, this is impossible. This 
implies ) M,: G, 1 d 2 and MO induces field automorphisms on Go. If now 
MO #Go, then Ml/Q1 = (MO n MIYQl . CM,Ipl(& n Ml/Q11 as shown 
above. This contradicts Q, = O,(M,). Hence M0 = Go and a induces a field 
automorphism on O*‘(G, n Gl/Ql) cr: Sp(2n - 2,4), since G, n Gl/Ql CT 
Sp(2n - 2,4) x z, and so c cannot centralize 02’(G, n Gl/Ql) as 
Q1 =P*(Gi).‘But this is impossible by (2.9). 
(7.6) If Qd = 1, then Theorem 3 holds. 
Proof By (7.5) G, N SL,(q), n > 2 and q = 2”. If IZ = 2, then 
Fll(Q,)=Q!,uQz. Hence G,=(G,nM,)(cr), a2fM0, by condition (*). It 
is now an easy exercise to show that Theorem 3 holds in this case. 
So assume n> 3. Then by (4.3) Q,=Z,,=Zbx C,. As Q, dKoQo we 
obtain Q, = (Q, n&)x Co. Now K0 is the extension of SL,Jq), n> 3, 
by its natural module Z0 and Q1 n K0 is the normal 2-subgroup of the 
stabilizer of a point Z1 of Z0 in this extension. 
Hence 
@(Ql n &) = Z(Q1 n &) = Z 
and either q= 2 and Q, n K, is extraspecial or the extension of KO/Zb 
by Zb splits by [4]. In the second case K,, is isomorphic to 02’(P), P a 
maximal parabolic in SL, + 1(q); whence 
1 
a1 I.., O 
QlnKo~ 0 . . . . 
. . 
a,-, 
‘. 
c b,- 1 b;“.l 
Hence in any case Q,/Z, N_ Q1 n K,/Z; carries the structure of a 
2n -2-dimensional non-degenerate orthogonal space of + type over 
GF(q), with quadratic form given by the square map. (In case q > 2 this is 
an easy exercise in linear algebra !) 
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Let L,= C,,(QJZ,). Then M,/L, is a subgroup of r0+(2n-2, q). 
Now by condition (*) L1 <MO n M,. Suppose O’(L,) # 1. Then 
[Z,, O’(J~~)] # 1 by Hypothesis (b). Since 02(L,) centralizes 2; = Ql, we 
obtain 
1 f L-Z,, 02GH = CC,,, 02&)1 Q G= (MO, M,), a contradiction. 
Hence L, = Q1 and G,n Gl/Ql z GO+(2n -2,q). Hence by (2.10) one 
of the following holds: 
(a) 02’(GonGl)-Gl, 
(b) q= 2, 3 <<n < 5, and there exists no Go n G,-invariant comple- 
ment to Q,/Z, in Q,/Z,. Further ((Gon G,)G1)/Q, is isomorphic to 
(27, x E3)Z2, A, resp. Ag. 
Now in case (b) C, = 1, since ((G,, n G,)G1) centralizes Co. Hence 
Go = M, and case (1) of Theorem 3 holds. 
Next if IZ 24 in (a), then Q,/Z, and QJZi are the only 
02’(G,n G,)-invariant proper subgroups of Q,/Z,. (Since they are dual 
modules for O*‘(G, n G,)/Q, 1: SL,- 1(q)!) Hence IG1 : (AJo n G,)[ = 2. Let 
R, = ((Go n G,)G1). Then IR1/02’(G0 n G,)( is odd and [Z,, R,] =Z; = 
Z,nK,, if g>2. But then Co=CZ,(RI)=CZ,(G,nG,)=l, whence 
(M,,/QJ is an extension of Go/Q0 by diagonal and field automorphisms 
and Theorem 3 holds. 
So q = 2 if n > 4. But then easily G, = MO and 1 C, I< 2, since otherwise 
C,(a) # 1 for o~Gi with Gi = (G,n Gi)(a). Hence again Theorem 3 
holds. 
So we finally have n = 3. If q = 2, then G, = n/r, since Q1 = L,. Hence 
(G,, n G,) u Gi and Go n Gi/Qi N .X3. Since G1/Q1 ‘;: 0+(4,2) we obtain 
G,/Q, N z;3 x Z,. It is now easy to see that either C,, = 1 or l&l = 4 and 
so one of the cases of Theorem 3 holds. (Otherwise there must be a four- 
group normal in Go and G1 !) 
Hence 434. Now G,nM,=N,,(Q,) and G0nGl/Ql=L2(q)x 
n,-, F Q+(4, q) x Z,-, N L,(q) x L,(q) x Z,-, and the central subgroup 
H/Q1 N E,- I of G, n G1/Q1 does not act by scalar multiplication on 
Ql/Z1. Since N,,(Q,) = M, n M, and O,(M, n Mr/Qi) = 1 this implies 
that IR1/02’(G0 n G,)l is odd (R, as above) and IM, :MO n M, ( = 2. Now 
as above C, = 1 and so (M,JQ,)’ is an extension of Go/Q,, by diagonal and 
field automorphisms. Hence again Theorem 3 holds. 
(7.7) Case (a4) of Theorem 1 does not hold for R,, = O’(G,). 
Proof: Suppose false. Then by (7.4) C0 = C,, n Q; N Z, and Z; = Z1 n 
Q; N Z, x Z2. Since C& = Co n K0 4 M,,, this implies Z; < Z(M,, n M,). 
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Hence MO n Ml a 44, , since 2; (1 M, . Suppose F, # Q, and let FI/QI = 
F(MI/Ql). If F,,Ql = F1, then 1 # 02(F’,) = O’(F,) a G = (M,, M,), a 
contradiction. Hence L, = N,(Eb QI) > F, Q I . Since L1 normalizes 
@(I;,~ = O*(FoQd, condition (*) of Theorem 3 implies L, -3 MO n Ml. 
But then L1 < FoQl by the structure of Aut(G,,/Q,,) N E,, a contradiction. 
This implies F,= Q, and so by (7.4) MO= GO, since E8 cannot act on 
Z, n &. Let R= MO n M, and M, = Ml/Q,. Then a 11 L,(2) and by (7.4) 
and the structure of KO visibly ZO/Z, and Z,(Q,)/Z, are equivalent natural 
R-modules. Hence no element of Ml -R can induce an outer 
automorphism on i?. This implies M, = Rx C,,(R). Let C= Cal(w) and 
suppose there exists an element 1 #he C of odd order. Since 
M,nKO=02(M,nM,), Q=QlnKOaMl. As h#C(Cb), o(h)=3. 
Further h does not normalize ZO = ZO n KO and Qb = QO n K,. Hence the 
structure of Ml n KO implies that h must act fixed-point-freely on Q, a 
contradiction since cl ((2) > 2. 
Thus C is a 2-group, which contradicts Q1 = U,(M,). 
(7.8) i’f GO N Sp(6, q) then case (3) of Theorem 3 holds. 
Pro05 Suppose G,, N Sp(6, q). Then by (7.5) and (7.1) @(Qon KO) # 1. 
Hence Z; = Z, n Q; = Z1 n K, by (7.4) and the structure of KO described in 
Theorem 2. Let h be an element of odd order in FO. Then as 
[Ko, hl < Con & and C~=C,nKOQKb, [Zi, h] = 1. This implies 
FO < C(Z;). Now C,,(Z;) a M, and C,,(Z;) d MO n M,. Hence the same 
argument as in (7.7) implies F,,QI/Ql = F((C,,(Z;)/Q,)) and so F, = Q,. 
This shows that MO/Q0 is an extension of Sp(6, q) by field automorphisms. 
Let g E M, -MO. Then Zg is MO n MI-invariant. Let Q, = Q,/Z,. Then 
the action of Go n MI on QI implies Zg $ Q,. Now by (5.2) 
IZg:Zg n Q, j = q and 2: induces a root group of transvections on Z,. As 
[Zg, Qr] = CZG, QO] aGon Ml, the action of G,n G1 on & implies 
that [G, QO] = [Zgn Q,,] is non-equivalent to [2,, Q,] as 
G, n Ml/Q1 = Sp(4, q). This shows that o induces an outer diagram 
automorphism on G,, n G,/Q, and thus M, = (MO n M,)(a), since 
G,nG,=C,,(Z;)dMl. 
So to prove that case (3) of Theorem 3 holds, it remains to show that 
/CO I= q. But this follows from / Z1 : C, ( = q and C, n Cg -a (M,, Ml > = G. 
Now Theorem 3 is a consequence of (7.4)-(7.8). 
8. PROPOSITION 4 
(8.1) Suppose G is a group satisfying (a)-(e) of Theorem 3 and: 
( + ) There exists no A4 N LO QQ M, with LO $ M,. 
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Let {Ri/iEI}, I= (1, . . . . n} be the set of 2’-components of MO, which are 
not contained in Ml. Then the following hold: 
(1) I # @ and each Ri satisfies one of the cases of Theorem 1. 
(2) [Ri, Ri] = 1 for i#j. 
(3) Rr=JJiG,RiSMo and M,=R,(MOnM1). Further N1= 
(N, n &Wo. 
Prooj Use the notation of Theorem 3 and let FO/NO = I;(MdN,,). Then 
condition ( + ) and [2, (8.4)] imply FO < Ml, since C(FbN,, N,) < MI. 
Hence the hypothesis of Theorem 2 holds for M= MO n MI by (3.2), (3.3) 
and, since case (1) of Theorem 2 is not satisfied, I# @ and each Ri satisfies 
one of the cases of Theorem 1. Further by (3.3) N1 < N(R,). 
This proves (1). Since R,_a E,, for each iEI, E,,/N,, = @MO/NO), (2) is 
now an easy consequence of the structure of the Ri described in Theorem 1. 
As E,= R,(E,n M,) and RinM, is a maximal parabolic of Ri, there 
exists a TE Syl,(E,,) with T6 MI. By the Frattini argument 
MO = EON,,(T). Let F/NO = F*(M,,/N,,). Then, as [N,, F,,] GN,,, R1d F, 
and K = WI n RI) G1UWQ2(RA we obtain N1 = (N, n R,) NO. Hence 
we may assume N1 < T. But then by condition (e) of Theorem 3, Z1 = 
Q,(Z(T)) and thus NM&T) 6 N,&Zl) d M,, n Ml. Since A4, n Ml d N(R,) 
this proves (3). 
If now condition (2) of Proposition 4 holds, then Z= (1) and by 
Theorem 2 and (8.1)(3) M,, n Ml is a maximal subgroup of MO. Especially 
R1 Ql a MO and so condition (*) of Theorem 3 holds. 
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